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Abstract

Neoclassical and turbulent heavy impurity transport in tokamak core plasmas are determined
by main ion temperature, density and toroidal rotation profiles. Thus, in order to understand
and prevent experimental behaviour of W accumulation, flux-driven integrated modelling of
main ion heat and particle transport over multiple confinement times is a vital prerequisite. For
the first time, the quasilinear gyrokinetic code QuaLiKiz is applied for successful predictions
of core kinetic profiles in an ASDEX Upgrade H-mode discharge in the turbulence dominated
region within the integrated modelling suite JETTO. Neoclassical contributions are calculated
by NCLASS; auxiliary heat and particle deposition profiles due to NBI and ECRH are
prescribed from previous analysis with TRANSP. Turbulent and neoclassical contributions
are insufficient in explaining main ion heat and particle transport inside the q  =  1 surface,
necessitating the prescription of further transport coefficients to mimic the impact of MHD
activity on central transport. The ion to electron temperature ratio at the simulation boundary
at ρtor = 0.85 stabilizes ion scale modes while destabilizing ETG modes when significantly
exceeding unity. Careful analysis of experimental measurements using Gaussian process
regression techniques is carried out to explore reasonable uncertainties. In following trace W
impurity transport simulations performed with additionally NEO, neoclassical transport under
consideration of poloidal asymmetries alone is found to be insufficient to establish hollow
central W density profiles. Reproduction of these conditions measured experimentally is found
possible only when assuming the direct impact of a saturated (m, n) = (1, 1) MHD mode on
heavy impurity transport.
Keywords: tokamaks, impurities, modelling, transport, turbulence, MHD
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1. Introduction

Since neoclassical contributions depend strongly on the
main ion density and temperature profiles [13, 14], accurate modelling of main ion transport is a vital prerequisite
to ultimately simulate trace W impurity transport. Towards
this goal, the fast quasilinear gyrokinetic code QuaLiKiz
[26, 27]7 is coupled to the 1.5-dimensional transport code
JETTO [28, 29] and used for the first time for integrated
modelling of an AUG discharge. Similar work has recently
been carried out on JET, where fully self-consistent simulations by NEO-QuaLiKiz could reproduce W accumulation
observed experimentally [30]. QuaLiKiz calculates turbulent
heat, particle and momentum fluxes driven by ion temperature
gradient (ITG), trapped electron (TEM) and electron temper
ature gradient (ETG) modes. The computed quasilinear fluxes
have been validated against nonlinear simulations (see [26]
and references therein) and tested for predicting temperatures,
densities and toroidal velocities in H mode pulses [27, 31].
Thanks to recent numerical improvements [27], QuaLiKiz can
now be used routinely for time evolving predictions, modelling 1 s of plasma evolution parallelized in  ∼100CPUh on
multiple cores.
In this work, W impurity transport simulations are performed for AUG H-mode discharge #31115 with primary
NBI heating, where a saturated (1, 1) MHD mode is observed
in the presence of central, localized ECRH. As a prerequisite, predictive heat and particle simulations in the presence
of C impurities are performed in the plasma core to validate
the main ion transport mechanisms calculated against exper
imentally obtained temperature and density profiles for
AUG discharge #31115. Since turbulent and neoclassical
contributions to central transport inside the q  =  1 surface
are insufficient to describe experimental fluxes, the difference observed is prescribed additionally and attributed
to MHD driven transport. Applying the steady-state profiles calculated in the presence or absence of central MHD
transport, W impurity transport simulations are carried out
to assess the importance of neoclassical and MHD driven
transport in achieving a hollow W profile in AUG discharge
#31115, as typically observed under application of central
ECRH. Tungsten is treated in the trace limit for simplicity,
thus assuming no impact on main ion profiles in the simulations performed. Still, impurity radiation from experimental
measurements is taken into account in evolving the latter
profiles.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. AUG discharge #31115 is described in section 2. The setup of the
predictive heat and particle transport simulations performed is
summarized in section 3, the results are presented in section 4.
The main sensitivities, e.g. to the boundary conditions of the
density and temperature profiles calculated, are discussed
in section 5. Simulations of trace W impurity transport are
shown in section 6. A conclusion and an outlook are given in
section 7. An overview of the JETTO-QuaLiKiz versions used
for the simulations is provided in appendix B.

In a future commercial fusion reactor, key requirements for the
materials used in plasma-facing components are low tritium
retention, as well as low erosion under high heat and particle
fluxes. Tungsten (W) has been identified as a promising candidate [1–3] and is therefore presently used as the plasma facing
material in various devices such as in the ASDEX Upgrade
(AUG) tokamak [4], in the JET ITER-like wall [5] and in the
ITER-like diverter in WEST [6]. Yet, strong line radiation of
non-fully ionized tungsten at fusion relevant temperatures [7]
can significantly cool the central plasma, deteriorating fusion
performance. Consequently, central W accumulation has to
be avoided to keep concentrations in the core plasma below
10−5–10−4 [3, 8]. In AUG, central wave heating is applied
regularly for W impurity density control [9–11]. Yet, complete
understanding of all W transport mechanisms involved is still
an outstanding issue.
In present day devices, such as JET and AUG, heavy impurity transport is dominated by neoclassical transport in the inner
half radius [10–15]. Density peaking of the main ion species
drives inward convection, whereas neoclassical temperature
screening due to gradients of the main ion temperature gives
rise to outward transport. However, poloidal asymmetries in
the heavy impurity density distribution can enhance neoclassical transport of these species by up to an order of magnitude
[12, 13]. The large mass of high Z impurities causes localization on the low field side in rotating plasmas due to centrifugal
forces, whereas the high charge leads to sensitivity of these
impurities to variations in the background electrostatic potential, for example due to minority heating by ion cyclotron
resonance heating (ICRH) [16]. Since the impact of poloidal
asymmetries on neoclassical heavy impurity transport is
strongly dependent on collisionality and plasma gradients
[13], both central W accumulation [12] and enhanced outward
W transport [13] can be observed due to poloidal asymmetries
under different conditions.
In AUG discharges heated by electron cyclotron resonance
heating (ECRH) and neutral beam injection (NBI), hollow
W density profiles are regularly measured in the presence
of saturated (m, n) = (1, 1) magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
modes [17, 18]. Neoclassical and turbulent transport are
insufficient as explanation. Instead, good temporal correlation
between changes in W transport and saturated MHD activity
is observed [11, 19, 20]. However, the exact impact of MHD
activity on heavy impurity transport is yet to be explained,
giving rise to the possibility of directly or indirectly MHD
driven transport [21–24], the latter through, e.g., geometrical
effects or modifications of neoclassical transport. Similarly,
heavy impurity transport is enhanced by central wave heating
[10, 17]. Application of ECRH can lead to a suppression of
the neoclassical pinch [19, 25], possibly in part due to density
profile flattening close to the magnetic axis [12]. Furthermore,
greatly increased anomalous diffusive transport is observed
with on-axis ECRH [10, 25]. The emergence of a saturated
(1, 1) MHD mode may have a similar impact, yet the exact
mechanism responsible for mitigation of central W accumulation under these conditions is not understood completely.
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2. Description of ASDEX Upgrade discharge #31115
For the first time, integrated modelling of an ASDEX Upgrade
plasma with the quasilinear gyrokinetic code QuaLiKiz is carried out. Discharge #31115 is chosen, since this particular
shot is part of a dedicated set of experiments on W transport
in the presence of MHD instabilities (see [20] for discharge
#31114, part of this experiment). These discharges aimed at
better understanding why central W accumulation can usually
be avoided by small amounts of ECRH deposited inside the
q  =  1 surface [9, 10] and why this typically occurs in the presence of long lasting (m, n) = (1, 1) MHD activity [21, 22, 32,
33]. For this purpose, typical AUG lower-single-null H-mode
discharges were utilized [20], with the plasma shape slightly
modified to enhance measurements of impurity transport and
core MHD. Additionally, small amounts of co-ECCD have
been applied to ensure long sawtooth cycles throughout the
discharge. Following this approach, W accumulation in the
plasma centre is avoided, whereas in typical NBI-only heated
AUG discharges, W accumulation is observed.
In discharge #31115 chosen for this study, H-mode confinement is achieved during the current flat top phase of 1 MA
with an applied magnetic field of 2.5 T (q95  =  4.0). The plasma
is heated primarily by NBI with a base power of 7.3 MW (see
time traces in figure 1(a)), delivered by two 93 kV beams
and one 60 kV beam of equal power. An additional 60 kV
beam is employed after around 2 s of H-mode at t  =  3.5 s,
increasing the total NBI power to 9.7 MW. Simultaneously,
the flow of NBI injected deuterium neutrals is increased from
8.5 × 1020 s−1 to 12.0 × 1020 s−1. Further heating of constant
1.4 MW is provided by ECRH [34] throughout the duration
of the discharge with a narrow deposition profile close to the
magnetic axis.

Figure 1. Time traces of (a) the NBI, ECRH and radiated powers,
(b) the species’ temperatures Ts on axis and at mid-radius, and
(c) the electron density ne on axis, at mid-radius and on top of
the pedestal for AUG discharge #31115. Fluctuations of central
species’ temperatures are due to MHD activity. Shaded regions
indicate the time slices used for predictive heat and particle
transport simulations with JETTO-QuaLiKiz in this work.

2.1. MHD activity

Throughout the duration of AUG discharge #31115, a saturated
(m, n) = (1, 1) MHD mode with a frequency of 10–11 kHz is
present (see figure 2), as captured by magnetic measurement
and soft x-ray spectroscopy (SXR). Sawtoothing is periodically observed; however the mode is strongly saturated prior
to sawtooth crashes at an amplitude consistently measured
throughout the discharge (see figure 3). Additionally, fishbones with increased frequency in the range 12–18 kHz arise
in the course of a sawtooth cycle during growth of the (1, 1)
mode, but fade away as the latter reaches saturation.
With the increase of injected NBI power at t  =  3.5 s, the
sawtooth period is extended noticeably from around 0.10 s to
around 0.25 s. Simultaneously, strong mode saturation is sustained over a longer fraction of the sawtooth cycle, covering
the last 60% of the cycle instead of the last third (see figure 3).
However, as mode amplitude and inversion radii are similar
in both phases of the discharge, significant differences in the
size of the saturated island are not expected. Throughout the
remainder of this paper, the saturated (1, 1) MHD mode in
either phase of the discharge will be referred to as low satur
ation fraction and high saturation fraction mode.

Figure 2. Spectrogram of MHD modes detected by magnetic
measurements throughout AUG discharge #31115. A strong,
saturated (1, 1) mode, as well as fishbones, are periodically
observed. Note that the plasma rotation velocity is increased as a
fourth NBI source is coupled to the plasma from t  =  3.5 s onwards.

2.2. W density response in different phases of MHD activity

In the discharge analysed, W density profiles are derived from
soft x-ray (SXR) Abel-inversion [20] and by a grazing incidence spectrometer (GIW) [20]. In the case of SXR, the local
impurity density is obtained from Abel-inversion of the SXR
3
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Figure 3. Amplitude of the saturated (1, 1) MHD mode (filled grey, left ordinate) and the W density nW on-axis and at ρtor = 0.4 (coloured,

right ordinate). Crashes of the mode amplitude are accompanied by a sudden increase of the central W density.

emissivity from multiple line-of-sights, considering photons
with energies exceeding 1 keV. Using the GIW diagnostic,
the W density is calculated from measurements of light with
wavelengths around 5 nm from two different groups of W
ionization stages utilizing a single line-of-sight. Considering
the fractional abundance profiles of the ionization stages
involved, as well as electron temperature and density profiles,
the local W density in combination of shape and average position of each of the two emissivity measurements can be determined. An in-depth description is given in [20], whereas the
steps taken to obtain W density profiles from raw measurements for this discharge are discussed in [19].
In both phases of different saturation fractions of the
(1, 1) MHD mode, hollow W profiles, with average onaxis densities of 0.7 and 0.8 × 1015 m−3 (nW /ne ∼ 10−5 ),
are observed (see figures 3 and 4), as is typically the case
for ASDEX Upgrade discharges heated by central ECRH
[17, 18]. Following a sawtooth crash, the central W density is increased, thus exhibiting a response inverted with
respect to a typical crash. However, the increase of central
W density post-crash is in agreement with expected sawtoothing behaviour for a different initial condition than usually observed, in this case a hollow profile pre-crash, mixing
the W content up to the q  =  1 surface, located at ρtor  0.4.
Flattening of hollow W profiles due to sawtoothing has been
reported in [19] for the preceding discharge #31114 and in
[17, 35] for similar discharges.
The response of the W density to a sawtooth crash is qualitatively different in each phase, increasing on-axis to on average
4.5 and 1.5 × 1015 m−3 in either phase following a crash. In the
process, the W density profile in the low saturation fraction case
becomes slightly peaked for about 20 ms, followed by an exponential decay on similar temporal scales, thus re-establishing
a hollow W profile. In the second phase, the deeply hollow W
profile is preserved throughout a sawtooth cycle as the central
W density increases only slightly. Additionally, the W content is
noticeably reduced throughout the entire phase. The maximum
averaged pre-crash W density of 4.2 × 1015 m−3 at ρtor = 0.33
is both reduced down to 3.5 × 1015 m−3 and shifted outwards
to ρtor = 0.37 in the second phase. Noticeably, W density profiles in both phases of the discharge agree within error bars
outside ρtor  0.4. Throughout the discharge, the q  =  1 surface
is calculated to be located similarly at ρtor  0.4, supporting
the hypothesis that in the present case the saturated (1, 1) mode

Figure 4. Time-averaged W density nW in the presence of a

(m, n) = (1, 1) MHD mode of (a) short period for t ∈ [2.8 s, 3.5 s]
and of (b) long period for t ∈ [3.6 s, 6.0 s], as measured by a grazing
incidence spectrometer (GIW) and soft x-ray Abel-inversion (SXR).
For each diagnostic, averages are taken prior to mode crashing
(blue), after mode crashing (red), as well as over the entire cycle
(black).

facilitates outward W transport. This hypothesis is strengthened
by analysis of the neoclassical contributions to W transport in
the presence of poloidal asymmetries [13, 14, 36]. Assuming
kinetic profiles derived from experimental measurements (see
section 2.3), net inward neoclassical W transport is expected,
as inward convective transport is likely to dominate over the
effects of temperature screening, the latter being reduced due to
poloidal asymmetries.
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Figure 5. Application of Gaussian process regression techniques to experimental data averaged in the two time slices of interest, being

t1 ∈ [2.5 s, 3.5 s] (a–d) and t2 ∈ [5.0 s, 6.0 s] (e–h), provides averaged plasma profiles (black) and associated uncertainties of 1σ and 2σ
(filled grey). Electron density profiles ((a) and (e)) are obtained from Thomson scattering spectroscopy (TS) and lithium beam spectroscopy
(LIB), electron temperature profiles ((b) and ( f)) from radiometry of electron cyclotron emission (ECE) and TS. Ion temperature ((c) and
(g)) and toroidal rotation velocity profiles ((d) and (h)) are both obtained from charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS).

to compensate for estimated inaccuracies of the equilibrium
and related mapping. In the case of the electron temperature,
averaged profiles are calculated from radiometry of electron
cyclotron emission (ECE) and TS data. Analysing charge
exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS) measurements, both ion temperature and toroidal rotation velocity
profiles are obtained.

2.3. Average plasma profile reconstruction

For quantitative comparison with predictive simulations,
as well as for prescribing appropriate boundary and initial
conditions to the simulations, fits of the measured kinetic
quantities are performed in both intervals simulated, being
t1 ∈ [2.5 s, 3.5 s] and t2 ∈ [5.0 s, 6.0 s] (shaded regions in
figure 1). The two intervals, covering around 18 confinement times τE , are chosen to represent periods of comparatively stable plasma profiles within each phase. Merely one
abnormal event in the evolution of the W density is observed
in the second interval at t  =  5.39 s, returning to usual levels
within around 50 ms (see figure 3).
For both time slices, averaged plasma profiles are constructed from raw experimental data by applying Gaussian
process regression techniques. A tool set created by Ho [37]
was utilized, whose development was inspired by previous
work carried out by Chilenski [38]. The Gaussian process
regression techniques applied utilize Bayesian probability
theory under the assumption of normally distributed weights
for profile reconstruction from covariance functions, thus
ensuring a robust estimation of profiles, gradients and associated uncertainties. An overview of data used and profiles
obtained is illustrated in figure 5, showcasing the capabilities
of Gaussian process regression techniques to produce both
profiles and associated uncertainties in agreement with observations without specification of a model describing expected
behaviour.
Electron density profiles are derived from combined core
density measurements by Thomson scattering spectroscopy
(TS) and edge density analysis by lithium beam spectroscopy
(LIB). A relative radial inward shift of the TS-profiles of the
order of 5 mm at the outer mid-plane is taken into account

3. Setup of predictive transport simulations
Predictive heat and particle transport simulations of ASDEX
Upgrade shot #31115 are performed by JETTO in both phases
of the discharge, evolving electron and ion temperature profiles, as well as main ion and impurity density profiles. Plasma
profiles obtained by application of Gaussian process regression techniques to raw experimental data (see section 2.3)
are used as initial conditions and boundary conditions for
the simulations. The current density response is calculated
self-consistently by JETTO, considering bootstrap currents
and external current drive by ECCD and NBI. The impact of
(saturated) MHD activity on current diffusion is treated only
through prescription of averaged profiles as initial conditions,
whereas a possible impact through 3D effects (see [39, 40])
is not studied in this work. Toroidal plasma rotation profiles
available are taken into account for heat and particle transport
predictions, yet are treated interpretively throughout the simulations. Particle deposition, auxiliary power deposition and
radiative power loss profiles obtained from previous analysis
with the TRANSP code [41] are used as sources and sinks in
the respective particle and energy balance equations solved by
JETTO. Within TRANSP, NBI power and particle deposition
profiles are calculated by the Monte Carlo fast ion module
5
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central gradients in the presence of phenomena not described
by neoclassical or gyrokinetic theory, yielding an estimate for
the contribution of what is assumed to be MHD activity.

NUBEAM [42]. Fluxes due to neoclassical phenomena are
calculated by the code NCLASS [43]. The 2D magnetic
equilibrium and related geometric coefficients necessary for
the 1D transport equations are obtained by the code ESCO
[28] from current density and pressure profiles provided by
JETTO.
To ensure obtaining quasi-steady state results in this framework, the evolution of aforementioned profiles is modelled
over 3 s (∼50 τE). Despite of a simulation duration in the order
of the current diffusion time scale (∼2 s), modifications of the
q-profile over the 3 s interval in the simulation domain are
well within reasonable error bars of q-profile reconstruction
(average/maximum change in t1: 0.059/0.123; t2: 0.111/0.154),
justifying performing simulations over this duration.

3.3. Treatment of impurities

Plasma impurities are treated inside the impurity transport
code SANCO [45] under consideration of an average effective charge Zeff  = 1.25 ± 0.09 in the first time slice and
Zeff  = 1.22 ± 0.10 in the second one. Radial profiles are
calculated from measurements of B and N impurity densities by CXRS, as well as from W densities obtained by
SXR. The content of additional light impurities is taken as
nHe = 0.01ne and nC = 2nB, based on worst-case estimates
from typical ASDEX Upgrade discharges. Under the assumption of a reasonably decreased content of these impurities, setting nHe = nC = nB, the average effective charge is reduced
to Zeff  = 1.17 ± 0.09 and 1.15 ± 0.10 in each time slice.
Since analysis of Bremsstrahlung measurements provides
average values of Zeff  = 1.38 ± 0.21 and 1.36 ± 0.22 inside
ρtor = 0.85, estimates from both diagnostics agree within
error bars. Noticeably, the average effective charge in the
second time slice is consistently found lower as compared to
the first phase due to a reduction of light impurity and central
W content (see section 2.2 for the latter). Predictive heat and
particle transport simulations are carried out in the presence
of C impurities only as simulation results are found insensitive to the exact composition of impurities. Moreover, predicted plasma profiles are found to respond only weakly to a
change in Zeff  within aforementioned boundaries of CXRS
estimates.

3.1. Application of QuaLiKiz

Turbulent fluxes due to ITG, TEM and ETG modes are
modelled by QuaLiKiz, taking collisions and rotational effects
( E × B shearing) into account. Application of QuaLiKiz is
restricted to the turbulence dominated region up to the pedestal top, i.e. ρtor ∈ [0.20, 0.85]. At smaller radial positions,
turbulent contributions are negligible since turbulence is often
found stable up to ρtor ∼ 0.25 in these simulations due to
small normalized gradients. The presence of both steep gradients and additional MHD phenomena, in particular of edge
localized modes (ELMs), at locations exceeding ρtor = 0.85
necessitates application of additional ELM and edge transport
barrier models (see e.g. [44]). However, as this study ultimately aims at core W impurity transport modelling, density
and temperature profile are treated interpretively in this region
of the plasma.

3.4. Performance
3.2. Additional transport coefficients

Performing predictive heat and particle transport simulations
as described using 51 grid points, the temporal evolution of 1 s
of ASDEX Upgrade plasma is calculated by JETTO-SANCO
and QuaLiKiz within 6–11 h on 16 CPUs. As the simulation
of a single time step with a maximum step size of 1 ms takes
on average around 17 s, total computation time is determined
primarily by the number of time steps needed.

As the MHD activity observed is expected to set central
profiles, the influence on central transport is mimicked by
prescribing additional transport coefficients to the simulation inside the q  =  1 surface to reproduce experimental
gradients. The corresponding transport coefficients are calculated iteratively by updating the initially vanishing coefficients by the effective transport coefficients (obtained from
transport analysis of experimental profiles), weighted by the
normalized difference between predicted and experimental
gradients,



∇Te/i |pred
∆χe/i,add = 1 −
χe/i,eff exp ,
∇Te/i |exp



∇ne |pred
Deff exp ,
∆Dadd = 1 −
(1)
∇ne |exp

until predicted gradients are in agreement with experimental
observations. The additional transport necessary is assumed to
be due to the effect of MHD activity not accounted for in the
transport simulations carried out and is prescribed in following
simulations. This approach ensures accurate description of

4. Predictive heat and particle transport
simulations
4.1. Modelling by JETTO-QuaLiKiz

Flux-driven heat and particle transport over multiple confinement times of ASDEX Upgrade discharge #31115 is
predicted successfully by JETTO-QuaLiKiz, demonstrating
decent agreement with the experimental average inside the
boundary condition at ρtor = 0.85 for both time slices analysed (see figure 6). For further comparison between simulation and experiment in the region where QuaLiKiz is applied,
a simple standard deviation figure of merit is applied (see [27]
and references therein):
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Figure 6. Predictive particle (a, d, g, j) and heat transport (b, c, e, f, h, i, k, l) simulations of AUG discharge #31115 performed by JETTOQuaLiKiz (blue) for both time slices t1 ∈ [2.5 s, 3.5 s] (a–f) and t2 ∈ [5.0 s, 6.0 s] (g–l) analysed, prescribing kinetic profiles from Gaussian
process regression (GP) as boundary condition (BC) for ρtor  0.85 (dashed vertical line). In additional simulations (red), boundary
conditions are varied within regression uncertainties. The time-independent simulations shown are carried out over 3 s to ensure reaching
steady-state conditions and are averaged over a duration of τE . Simulations are compared against the experimental average (black) with
confidence intervals of 1σ and 2σ (grey). Turbulent fluxes are calculated by QuaLiKiz in the region ρtor ∈ [0.20, 0.85]. However, turbulent
transport is found relevant only outside ρtor ∼ 0.3.
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the toroidal velocity gradient in the vicinity of the simulation
boundary by 1σ, while allowing for a maximum change of
the toroidal rotation profile of ±1σ throughout the plasma
volume. The temperature ratio boundary condition prescribed
is reduced from Ti /Te |bc = 1.16 to 1.09 in time slice t1 and
down to 1.06 in the second one. For this purpose, the ion
temperature at the simulation boundary is reduced by 0.25σTi
and 0.40σTi in each time slice, whereas the electron temper
ature is increased by corresponding amounts of σTe. Since
under typical experimental conditions, temperature ratios of
Ti /Te ∼ 1.0 are usually observed in the pedestal region across
various machines [48, 49], minor modifications of the temper
ature ratio boundary condition Ti /Te |bc prescribed in the simulations towards aforementioned value are reasonable.



 bc
bc
2
2 dρ .
∆f =
( fsim − fexp ) dρ
fexp
(2)
0.2

0.2

Plasma profiles obtained by JETTO-QuaLiKiz agree
within 18% (2.4σ ) with the experimental average. Yet,
agreement between simulation and experiment among different transport channels varies noticeably. Electron heat
transport is well captured, as average deviations of the
electron temperature gradient are within 13% (0.5σ ). Inside
the q  =  1 surface at ρtor = 0.4, gradients of all kinetic profiles are typically described accurately as a result of the
additional transport coefficients prescribed. Experimental
ion heat transport is reproduced with less success. Whereas
measurements by CXRS find the temperature gradient
to change non-monotonically in the turbulence dominated region of the plasma, the reduced transport model
QuaLiKiz predicts temperature profiles of approximately
constant curvature (this holds for all transport channels).
Average agreement of ion temperature gradients is thus
within 31% (1.8σ ).
In the case of particle transport, noticeably less turbulent
contributions are predicted by QuaLiKiz than implied by
experimental observations. Here, average deviations of electron density gradients are up to 73% (1.1σ ). Consequently,
density peaking is predicted by JETTO-QuaLiKiz in contrast to measurements (on-axis densities increased by up to
15%, being 2.3σ ). However, the curvature of experimental
profiles in the turbulence dominated region is reproduced by
QuaLiKiz. This suggests, that turbulence is not only stabilized
at the simulation boundary of QuaLiKiz at ρtor = 0.85 (due to
the boundary condition), but also in the simulation domain of
QuaLiKiz through a cascade of local effects.

4.2.1. Improved agreement between simulations and experiment. In simulations with the boundary conditions adjusted

as discussed, particle transport is described in much better
agreement with experimental observations (see figure 6). The
electron density gradients calculated agree on average within
22% (0.3σ ) with the experimental average. Correspondingly,
the electron density calculated by JETTO-QuaLiKiz describes
experimental observations well (average deviations within
3%, being 0.5σ ). Ion heat transport predicted is increased
only marginally by a change in boundary conditions. Hence,
ion temperatures are slightly decreased throughout the simulation domain, but also as a result of the reduced boundary
condition applied. In contrast, electron temperature profiles
are predicted with reduced confidence, as turbulent electron
heat transport is found stabilized under these conditions (see
section 5.1).
Taking all three transport channels considered into account,
overall agreement between simulations and experiment is
increased using the adjusted boundary conditions. A detailed
overview of average, maximum and on-axis deviation for each
of the three profiles predicted as well as for associated gradients
is presented in table 1. In particular, particle transport is captured
more successfully under application of adjusted boundary conditions. Since this study ultimately aims at core W transport studies,
following simulations are carried out with adjusted boundary
conditions prescribed. To verify the simulation results presented,
a successful benchmark of QuaLiKiz used within the transport
code ASTRA was carried out (see appendix A for details).
Comparing the simulations performed for both sets of plasma
parameters, the transport predicted is strongly sensitive to modifications of the boundary conditions and to a lesser extent to
modifications of the E × B shearing prescribed (as observed
in separate simulations), even when varied well within 1σ of
Gaussian process regression results. A rigorous propagation of
input uncertainties through the integrated modelling process is
thus necessary for proper assessment of simulation results.

4.2. Modified boundary conditions

The heat and particle transport simulations of ASDEX
Upgrade discharge #31115 by JETTO-QuaLiKiz are carried out using plasma profiles obtained from Gaussian process regression of experimental measurements as boundary
values. Under these conditions, turbulent particle transport
is reduced with respect to experimental observations, as ITG
dominated modes are found significantly stabilized. Yet, in
AUG discharges heated by NBI and by additional ECRH,
ion-scale modes are usually unstable, according to turbulence
diagnostics [46, 47] and non-linear gyrokinetic simulations
[47]. As the choice of plasma boundary conditions determines
not only stabilization of turbulence at the simulation boundary
of QuaLiKiz, but also influences turbulence further inside the
plasma core through a cascade of local effects, the boundary
conditions prescribed are thus modified under consideration
of uncertainties provided by Gaussian process regression such
that turbulence is increased at the simulation boundary.
An increase of turbulent transport at the simulation
boundary is achieved by reducing E × B shearing and the
ion to electron temperature ratio Ti /Te |bc (see section 5.1 for
details). A decrease in E × B shearing is obtained by reducing

4.2.2. Influence of changing operational conditions on simulations. Comparing simulations carried out for both time slices

with each other, the response of experimental kinetic profiles to
changing operational and plasma conditions (such as NBI heating, fuelling, impurity composition, radiative power loss, plasma
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Table 1. Deviation to the experimental average of density and temperature profiles, as well as of associated gradients, calculated

in predictive particle and heat transport simulations by JETTO-QuaLiKiz using modified boundary conditions in both time slices
t1 ∈ [2.5 s, 3.5 s] and t2 ∈ [5.0 s, 6.0 s]. Average (see equation (2)), maximum and on-axis deviation are expressed with respect to both
the absolute value (%) and the standard deviation (σ) of the experimental average. Average deviations are taken inside the region
ρtor ∈ [0.20, 0.85] where QuaLiKiz is applied.
Average deviation

Electron density ne:
Gradient dne /dρ:
Electron temperature Te :
Gradient dTe /dρ :
Ion temperature Ti :
Gradient dTi /dρ:

Maximum deviation

On-axis deviation

(%)

(σ)

(%)

(σ)

t1
t2
t1
t2

0.9
3.1
9.6
21.4

0.14
0.46
0.13
0.31

1.2
4.4
34.0
57.1

0.25
0.71
0.48
0.78

1.2
3.3

0.18
0.49

t1
t2
t1
t2
t1
t2
t1
t2

17.6
8.0
24.0
9.7
14.2
5.0
26.0
15.6

1.38
0.65
1.00
0.40
1.90
0.98
1.50
1.50

22.4
10.0
55.5
38.0
17.8
7.8
75.7
34.1

1.71
0.73
2.44
0.98
2.59
1.47
4.26
4.94

13.0
6.3

1.03
0.53

11.2
4.8

1.21
0.80

rotation) is not captured accurately by the simulations. In the
case of particle transport, measurements find the core electron
density to be slightly decreased in the second phase of the discharge and mid-radius gradients to be approximately unaffected
by a change in operational conditions. In contrast, simulations
by JETTO-QuaLiKiz predict an increase of density gradients.
Analysis of the turbulence present with stand-alone QuaLiKiz
suggests the over prediction of gradients being due to an over
proportional increase of inward pinches (see section 5.3). Consequently, agreement between simulation and experiment deteriorates slightly in the second phase of the discharge.
The difference in heat transport observed experimentally in
both phases of the discharge is similarly not accurately reproduced by JETTO-QuaLiKiz simulations. Contrary to measurements, temperature gradients calculated in the turbulence
dominated region are approximately constant throughout both
time slices despite coupling an additional NBI source of 2.4
MW to the plasma. Experimentally, most power is found to heat
the ion population, thus significantly increasing ion temperature
and gradients. Through net thermal energy exchange and additional NBI electron heating, the electron temperature is also
increased to some extent (despite larger radiative power loss).
In the simulations carried out, turbulent heat transport coefficients are found to be increased instead, thus ensuring energy
balance. However, predicted temperature profiles are in better
agreement with the experimental profiles of the second phase.
It should be emphasized that the experimental averages, the
profiles obtained by JETTO-QuaLiKiz are compared against,
are the result of Gaussian process regression and are thus subjected to uncertainties. Consequently, assessing the capability of
JETTO-QuaLiKiz to reproduce ASDEX Upgrade discharges,
both uncertainties obtained from regression as well as from raw
experimental data directly are to be taken into account. As simulation results are found to agree within regression uncertainties,
even for the cases of least agreement, and confidently represent
raw experimental data, JETTO-QuaLiKiz is found capable of
simulating ASDEX Upgrade discharges within error bars.

(%)

(σ)

4.3. Influence of MHD induced transport on central profile
agreement

Agreement in particle and heat transport inside the q  =  1 surface at ρtor ∼ 0.4 is obtained only when prescribing additional
transport coefficients to mimic the effect of central MHD
activity. Recall, that the transport coefficients required are
calculated iteratively from the effective transport coefficients,
weighted by the difference of predicted and experimental
normalized gradients (see section 3.2). When omitting this
contribution, central transport is found significantly reduced,
requiring predictive simulations over a prolonged duration,
as steady state is not reached after evolving the plasma profiles over 3 s. However, as the simulations omitting additional
transport are qualitative only, profiles obtained after 3 s of temporal evolution are showcased. To demonstrate the absence of
central turbulence transport, QuaLiKiz is applied down to the
magnetic axis, as opposed to the simulations including additional transport coefficients, where turbulent contributions are
calculated down to only ρtor = 0.2. The influence of MHD
induced transport on central profile agreement is discussed for
the set of plasma parameters presented in section 4.2 (qualitatively valid also for the set of parameters of section 4.1).
4.3.1. Transport simulations excluding additional central
transport. Omitting additional transport coefficients mim-

icking MHD activity, transport inside the q  =  1 surface is
severely underestimated, and associated central plasma profiles severely overestimated. In the case of particle transport, simulations predict on-axis densities increased by as
much as 78% compared to simulations including additional
contributions to central transport in both time slices analysed
(t1:  +6.4 × 1019 m−3, t2:  +5.3 × 1019 m−3). Similarly, heat
transport predictions put the on-axis electron temperature at
around 21 keV, corresponding to an increase of around 17
keV, and find the central ion temperature to be increased by
2.5 keV and 1.9 keV in both time slices. A comparison of
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Figure 7. (a) Particle, (b) electron heat and (c) ion heat transport from predictive simulations with JETTO-QuaLiKiz in the presence (blue)
or in the absence (red) of additional transport coefficients inside ρtor = 0.4, mimicking the effect of MHD activity. Associated normalized
gradients (solid, left ordinate), as well as the turbulent transport coefficients Dturb and χturb calculated by QuaLiKiz (dashed, right
ordinate) are averaged over the last 0.5 s of the simulations of the first time slice. Note, that the transport coefficients shown do not include
contributions due to MHD activity or neoclassical phenomena. The shaded regions represent the standard deviations of the quantities
presented, demonstrating the non-stationary behaviour of the normalized plasma gradients in the last 0.5 s of plasma evolution when
omitting additional transport mimicking the impact of MHD activity.

normalized gradients for both cases is illustrated in figure 7
for the first time slice analysed only, as the situation is similar in both phases of the discharge. As additional transport is
included to obtain central transport agreement, normalized
gradients in this case are close to the experimental profiles.
Hence, normalized gradients are severely overestimated in
the absence of enhanced central transport coefficients. Note
that turbulence spreading is yet to be investigated in QuaLiKiz [26].
All gradients shown in figure 7 are obtained by averaging
the last 0.5 s of the simulations. The finite standard deviation
of gradients inside the q  =  1 surface in the absence of additional central transport illustrates that simulated plasma profiles are still in the process of converging in the last 0.5 s of the
simulation, whereas a steady state central solution is obtained
when including enhanced transport coefficients, demonstrated
by the vanishing standard deviation in this case.
In the case of particle transport, omitting additional
contributions, normalized gradients inside the q  =  1 surface
are as high as R/Lne = 5.5, as compared to values ranging
between R/Lne ∼ 1–2 in the turbulence dominated region.
Similarly, central normalized electron temperature gradients
are found up to R/LTe = 20, constituting a significant increase
from the average value of R/LTe ∼ 7 present in the turbulence
dominated region. The same holds for central normalized
ion temperature gradients, where an increase of R/LTi from
5 to 7 in the turbulence dominated region up to R/LTi ∼ 9 in
the vicinity of the magnetic axis is observed. In the presence
of additional central transport, normalized gradients flatten
monotonously between the q  =  1 surface and magnetic axis.
On a side note, as normalized density gradients observed in
this discharge are comparatively low (see figure 7(a)), ion
scale turbulence is found to be determined by ITG dominated
modes. Hence, critical density gradients for TEM destabilization are not reached [50, 51].
Including additional central transport, turbulence is stabilized inside ρtor ∼ 0.25. Here, no unstable modes are present, as indicated by turbulent particle and heat transport

coefficients, since normalized gradients are decreased below
their critical values by enhanced central transport. Turbulent
transport coefficients presented in figure 7 for the first time
slice analysed are averaged over the last 0.5 s of plasma
evolution, highlighting the reduced turbulence levels inside
ρtor ∼ 0.4, as standard deviations of the averaged transport
coefficients are small. Neglecting additional central transport, neoclassical transport is insufficient to maintain central
plasma profiles, even though neoclassical transport increases
with respect to cases considering additional transport coefficients for all channels. Gradients increase until turbulence
is driven sufficiently unstable to balance transport, thus setting central profiles. Correspondingly, finite turbulent transport coefficients are observed down to ρtor ∼ 0.15, although
decreased as compared to the amplitude found in the turbulence dominated region, as steep normalized gradients are
present in the plasma centre. Hence, additional transport coefficients mimicking the influence of central MHD activity are
vital to obtain agreement in central transport.
4.3.2. Magnitude of MHD induced central transport. Additional transport coefficients prescribed to mimic the effect of
MHD activity are of comparable magnitude as turbulent contrib
utions in the vicinity of the q  =  1 surface in both phases of the
discharge (see figure 8). Here, particle diffusivity is around
0.2–0.3 m2 s−1, whereas heat transport is roughly 1 m2 s−1 for
both turbulent and additional transport. At plasma radii below
ρtor ∼ 0.3, additional transport necessary exceeds turbulent
contributions for all transport channels, as turbulence is found
increasingly stabilized8. Approaching the magnetic axis, the
additional particle transport necessary is approximately radially constant. In the case of additional heat transport however,
contributions to electron heat transport increase significantly,
while contributions to ion heat transport decrease noticeably.
8

Note, that turbulent ion heat transport is increased in the second phase of
the discharge (see section 4.2.2). Additional transport is thus necessary only
inside ρtor = 0.3.
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Figure 8. Particle (a), electron heat (b) and ion heat (c) transport coefficients in the inner-half radius. Additional transport coefficients
(solid) prescribed in predictive transport simulations to mimic the effect of a saturated (1, 1) MHD mode with a low saturation fraction,
short period in time slice t1 ∈ [2.5 s, 3.5 s] (blue) and with a high saturation fraction, long period in time slice t2 ∈ [5.0 s, 6.0 s] (red) inside
the q  =  1 surface are compared to turbulent contributions (dashed) calculated by QuaLiKiz.

the mechanism present in the second phase of the discharge
is more efficient. Since a difference between both phases is
the longer period and higher saturation fraction of the (1, 1)
MHD mode present, this saturated MHD mode might perhaps indeed facilitate outward W transport. The importance
of the different transport channels for W impurity transport is
investigated in dedicated simulations presented in section 6.

In the presence of the high saturation fraction (1, 1) MHD
mode, additional particle diffusivity necessary to obtain transport agreement inside the q  =  1 surface is noticeably larger
than in the phase of the low saturation fraction mode, especially inside ρtor ∼ 0.25 where the additional diffusivity is
found to be increased by on average 0.12 m2 s−1 (neglecting
the magnetic axis). Similarly, additional electron heat transport is also found to be increased in the second phase of the
discharge. In the case of additional ion heat transport, however, a pronounced increase is not necessary to reproduce
central experimental gradients. Nevertheless, the additional
transport coefficients prescribed demonstrate increased outward transport in the presence of the high saturation fraction,
long period saturated (1, 1) MHD mode.
It should be noted, that the additional transport coefficients
prescribed are prone to errors due to uncertainties of the input
quantities of the respective balance equations. Additionally,
small gradients in the vicinity of the magnetic axis demand
comparatively large transport coefficients to match heat and
particle fluxes deposited. As the relative uncertainties in the
gradients obtained are quite large (see figure 6), confidence
in the calculated effective transport coefficients close to the
magnetic axis is reduced. In the case of electron heat transport, the footprint of the ECRH power deposition profile is
imprinted in the effective heat diffusivity, as the entire 1.4 MW
of auxiliary power is deposited within ρtor = 0.2, demanding
a large heat conductivity to ensure energy balance. Since turbulent and neoclassical contributions to both ion and electron
heat transport are negligible inside ρtor = 0.2, additional heat
transport coefficients are determined primarily by the effective
transport coefficients and associated uncertainties. In the case
of particle transport, considerable contributions from inward
pinches and neoclassical phenomena reduce the influence of
the effective particle diffusivity in calculating additional transport coefficients necessary, yet introduce further uncertainties.
Considering the effect of the additional particle diffusivity prescribed on central W transport under the assumption of identical transport coefficients for electrons and W, the
increase in diffusivity observed between both phases of the
discharge is in alignment with the experimental observation
that the central W content is noticeably reduced with the onset
of the long period, saturated (1, 1) mode. This suggests that

5. Simulation sensitivity on plasma parameters
Throughout the preparation of this study, plasma profiles calculated in predictive heat and particle transport simulations by
JETTO-QuaLiKiz were found to be sensitive to a reasonable
variation of various plasma parameters. The dependence of density and temperature profile predictions on the following quantities is discussed in the upcoming sections: dependence on the ion
to electron temperature ratio Ti /Te |bc prescribed at the simulation
boundary (section 5.1), influence of the average effective charge
Zeff  (section 5.2), effect of the NBI particle source employed
(section 5.3), impact of reduced collisionality (section 5.4).
Note that the following simulations presented are
evaluated primarily in the turbulence dominated region
between the q  =  1 surface at ρtor ∼ 0.4 and the simulation
boundary at ρtor = 0.85 to eliminate the possibility of over-/
underestimation of additional central transport coefficients
inside ρtor = 0.4 due to changing plasma parameters and thus
of influencing the sensitivity analyses carried out.
In the simulations carried out within this work, sources and
sinks are prescribed from previous analysis with the TRANSP
code (see section 3). Simulation results are expected to be affected
only slightly by a variation of sources and sinks within uncertainties—those being  ∼15% for ECRH, 4%–6% for NBI and 5%
for the radiated power—as their magnitude is relatively small
(compare with variation of the particle source in section 5.3) and
steady-state density profiles are observed to be transport-dominated instead of source-dominated (see section 5.3).
5.1. Influence of the ion to electron temperature boundary
condition on core transport

The predictive heat and particle transport simulations performed are found sensitive to the imposed ion to electron
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Figure 9. Plasma response at ρtor = 0.41 to the Ti /Te |bc boundary condition for the time slice t2 ∈ [5.0 s, 6.0 s]. From the temperature
profiles obtained by Gaussian process regression (Ti /Te |bc = 1.17), different ratios Ti /Te |bc are obtained by asymmetrically changing the
species’ temperatures Ts by multiples of the respective standard deviations, in the case presented by ±1.00σTs, ±0.50σTs and ±0.25σTs. The
value Ti /Te |bc = 1.06 used for predictive heat and particle transport simulations throughout the rest of this study is emphasized by a red
square. Predicted (a) electron density, (b) electron temperature and (c) ion temperature (solid blue) compared to the averaged plasma profile
(dashed black) with confidence intervals of 1σ and 2σ (grey). The behaviour illustrated is qualitatively observed at all radial positions.

profiles obtained through regression, different temperature
ratio boundary conditions are constructed by asymmetrically
changing the species’ temperatures in the respective domain
of the plasma by up to one standard deviation for this analysis.
Regarding electron heat transport, on-axis temperatures are
underestimated by 6% using the Gaussian process regression
results of Ti /Te |bc = 1.17 , thus being less affected than particle transport calculations by a temperature ratio boundary
condition noticeably exceeding unity. The electron temper
ature response to a reduction of Ti /Te |bc is qualitatively
different, exhibiting increased temperature peaking as the
temperature ratio boundary condition is reduced to unity
(see figure 9(b)). Still, in the predictive heat transport simulation performed, central electron temperatures agree within 2σ
with the experimental average.
A flattening of the ion temperature profile is generally
observed when reducing the temperature ratio boundary condition from Ti /Te |bc = 1.17 to unity (see figure 9(c)). Albeit
comparatively similar in the turbulence dominated region
(∆R/LTi ≈ 1), a noticeable flattening of mid-radius gradients is observed decreasing the boundary condition from
Ti /Te |bc = 1.17 down to unity (see figure 10(c)). This effect is
pronounced for temperature ratio boundary conditions close
to unity, i.e. Ti /Te |bc  1.1. The corresponding reduction of
on-axis ion temperatures is hence only partially attributed to
a decrease in the boundary ion temperature. Noticeably, as
the temperature ratio boundary condition is increased from
Ti /Te |bc = 1.17 , flattening of ion temperature gradients and
a reduction of on-axis ion temperatures is observed as well.
In agreement with the observed density peaking as the
temperature ratio boundary condition deviates significantly
from unity, normalized density gradients are severely overestimated, exceeding experimental gradients by a factor of
up to four (see figure 10(a)). Unlike normalized temperature
gradients, normalized density gradients are highly sensitive
to a reduction of the temperature ratio boundary condition,
exhibiting noticeable flattening for each step in Ti /Te |bc performed towards unity. Furthermore, overestimation of density

temperature Ti /Te |bc boundary condition at ρtor = 0.85. For
values of Ti /Te |bc exceeding 1.2, severe density peaking is
observed throughout the core plasma whereas heat transport is less affected by a variation in Ti /Te |bc (see figure 9).
A detailed description of the effects of an elevated temper
ature ratio boundary condition on the simulations is given
in section 5.1.1. A physical interpretation of the phenomena
observed is presented in section 5.1.2. Even though this effect
is present in both time slices considered, the discussion will be
limited to time slice t2 ∈ [5.0 s, 6.0 s]. Finally, consequences
for simulation setup and validation are drawn in section 5.1.3.
5.1.1. Observations from predictive transport simulations. Performing simulations evolving the initial profiles obtained with
Gaussian process regression from experimental measurements, the ion to electron temperature boundary condition
is prescribed as Ti /Te |bc = 1.17 . Under these conditions, the
electron density is overestimated on-axis by 1.2 × 1019 m−3,
corresponding to 15% of the central experimental average (see
section 4.1). However since plasma profiles are treated interpretively beyond ρtor = 0.85, electron density profile evolution
is modelled only on top of the H-mode pedestal. Expressed in
terms of the increase between pedestal shoulder and magnetic
axis, the central density is over predicted by more than 49%.
Approaching a temperature ratio of unity at the simulation
boundary, agreement of the predicted on-axis electron density with the experimental average is improved significantly
to within 2% (see figure 9(a)9). Starting from the temperature
9

Note that the plasma parameters illustrated in figure 9 do not represent
the on-axis values of the respective profiles. Instead, the plasma response
to a change in the Ti /Te |bc boundary condition is evaluated at ρtor = 0.41,
corresponding to the innermost radial position where no additional transport
is prescribed. However, the plasma response observed at ρtor = 0.41 is
found qualitatively at all radial positions. Additionally, as the uncertainty
of the regression results is increased on the magnetic axis (see figure 6), a
comparison between the plasma response and the experimental average in
terms of the respective standard deviation in the vicinity of the magnetic
axis would demonstrate a higher degree of agreement than suggested by
evaluation at mid-radius.
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Figure 10. Normalized plasma profile gradients for different values of the Ti /Te |bc boundary condition, gradually increasing from

Ti /Te |bc = 0.92 (blue) to 1.50 (red), for the time slice t2 ∈ [5.0 s, 6.0 s]. From the temperature profiles obtained by Gaussian process
regression (Ti /Te |bc = 1.17), different ratios Ti /Te |bc are obtained by asymmetrically changing the species’ temperatures Ts by multiples
of the respective standard deviations. Predicted normalized (a) electron density, (b) electron temperature and (c) ion temperature gradients
compared to the experimental average (black) with confidence intervals of 1σ and 2σ (grey).

gradients is observed throughout the entire turbulence dominated region.
In the predictive heat and particle transport simulations
carried out, plasma profiles are treated interpretively beyond
ρtor = 0.85. As the plasma profiles evolved change gradually, the ion to electron temperature ratio is clamped in the
vicinity of the simulation boundary, decreasing by typically
∆Ti /Te < 0.2 down to the q  =  1 surface. The decrease of
the temperature ratio across the turbulence dominated region
is particularly large for values of the boundary condition
around or below unity. Under these conditions, a decrease
of ∆Ti /Te  0.2 is observed as opposed to a decrease of
∆Ti /Te  0.1 in the case of ion temperatures noticeably
exceeding electron temperatures. Consequently, the effect of
an elevated temperature ratio boundary condition propagates
inwards particularly well, thus reinforcing the decrease of particle transport in the turbulence dominated region.
As presented, increased density peaking is predicted by
JETTO-QuaLiKiz for an ion to electron temperature ratio
boundary condition significantly exceeding unity. A physical
interpretation of this phenomenon is given in the next section.

the electron temperature, instability growth rates generally increase for all wavenumbers (see figure 11(b)), corre
sponding to an increase in electron scale turbulence.
Note, that converged self-consistent profiles of predictive
heat and particle transport simulations are used as input for
stand-alone QuaLiKiz. As a result, simulation parameters for
different values of the temperature ratio boundary condition
differ slightly in additional plasma parameters, most importantly in the normalized gradients prescribed. As the turbulence sensitivity analysis performed consequently does not
solely depend on Ti /Te |bc , the growth rates calculated for both
ion and electron scale turbulence do not change monotonously
for all wavenumbers considered, an exception being in par
ticular the case Ti /Te |bc = 1.10 .
To emphasize the effect of a variation in the temperature
ratio boundary condition, additional calculations are performed with QuaLiKiz, utilizing the converged profiles from
predictive transport simulations for Ti /Te |bc = 1.17 and manually adjusting boundary electron and ion temperature only.
Consequently, all remaining plasma parameters are identically
constant throughout this analysis, including the normalized
gradients used. Following this approach, ion scale modes are
again found to be stabilized monotonously, electron scale
modes destabilized monotonously as the temperature ratio
increases (see figures 11(c) and (d)). Sensitivity of the growth
rates on the ion to electron temperature ratio is expected as
this dimensionless parameter is introduced in the gyrokinetic
dispersion relation solved by QuaLiKiz through summation
of each particle species’ Vlasov equation in the formulation of
quasineutrality (see, e.g., equation (4) in [26]). A reduction in
ITG dominated modes with an increase in Ti /Te is expected
from analytical considerations, as the linear threshold for the
emergence of these modes is shifted to larger values [52, 53].
Similarly, the threshold of ETG modes is reduced under these
conditions, resulting in a destabilization of electron scale
modes as Ti /Te is increased [54].

5.1.2. Observations from gyrokinetic calculations. The impact

of the ion to electron temperature boundary condition on both
ion and electron scale turbulence present is analysed by standalone QuaLiKiz utilizing the converged plasma profiles calculated by JETTO-QuaLiKiz for different ratios Ti /Te |bc . Under
these conditions, ion scale turbulence is stabilized qualitatively as the temperature ratio boundary condition is increased
from just below unity up to the value Ti /Te |bc = 1.50 , corre
sponding to the upper bound obtained from Gaussian process
regression (see figure 11(a)). In the latter case, the maximum
instability growth rate is noticeably reduced. Additionally,
turbulence is driven unstable over fewer wavenumbers. The
opposite effect is observed for electron scale turbulence. As
the ion temperature boundary condition exceeds progressively
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Figure 11. Growth rates γ at the simulation boundary at ρtor = 0.85 for ((a) and (c)) ion and ((b) and (d)) electron scale turbulence
calculated by stand-alone QuaLiKiz for varying values of the Ti /Te boundary condition using plasma parameters of the second time slice
analysed. In ((a) and (b)), converged plasma profiles obtained with JETTO-QuaLiKiz for different values of Ti /Te |bc are used to calculate
turbulence growth rates. In ((c) and (d)), plasma parameters from simulation results for Ti /Te = 1.17 are used for the same calculations
with Ti /Te set independently.

Compared to the calculations performed using input
parameters obtained from converged plasma profiles for all
values of Ti /Te |bc , growth rates of both methods are in qualitative agreement, especially when neglecting the case with
Ti /Te |bc = 1.10 . Consequently, the observed stabilization of
ion scale modes and destabilization of electron scale modes
when using plasma parameters from transport simulations can
indeed be attributed to a change in Ti /Te |bc instead of an unfavourable change in the gradients prescribed.
Following the stabilization of ITG dominated modes as
the temperature ratio boundary increases progressively from
unity, a reduction in the particle diffusivity and the outward
particle flux is observed for both cases, where either selfconsistent or constant plasma profiles are used as input for
stand-alone QuaLiKiz. Even though ETG modes are destabilized in the process, no increase in particle fluxes occurs
as short wavelength turbulence does not drive particle transport. Consequently for temperature ratio boundary conditions
significantly exceeding unity, turbulent particle transport
is noticeably underestimated, resulting in the formation of
peaked density profiles.
The electron temperature response to a variation of the
temperature ratio boundary condition is determined by the

collective effects of stabilization of ITG dominated modes and
ETG destabilization. As the increase in electron heat transport
driven by destabilized short wavelength turbulence outweighs
the reduced drive due to ion scale turbulence stabilization significantly, electron heat transport is noticeably enhanced for
values of Ti /Te |bc exceeding unity. Consequently, a reduction
in the central electron temperature is observed.
In the case of ion heat transport, the stabilization of ITG
dominated modes with increasing temperature ratio boundary
condition reduces turbulent contributions. As a result, ion
temperature peaking is encountered. However in contrast to
the steady increase in core density as Ti /Te |bc progressively
exceeds unity, increasing net electron heat exchange counters
further peaking of the ion temperature profiles, thus stabilizing
ion temperature gradients for Ti /Te |bc  1.1 and noticeably
reducing ion temperature peaking for Ti /Te |bc  1.2. Further
ion temperature peaking due to stabilization of ITG dominated modes and further electron temperature flattening due
to ETG destabilization is thus countered by net ion to electron
heat transfer. Therefore, heat transport predictions are less
sensitive to temperature ratio boundary conditions noticeably
exceeding unity. In the case of particle transport, however,
enhanced transport due to stabilization of ion scale turbulence
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Figure 12. Predictive particle and heat transport simulations for different values of the average effective charge Zeff , gradually increasing
from Zeff  = 1.05 (blue) to 1.58 (red), corresponding to the experimental range of uncertainty. Normalized gradients (coloured, thick) of
the (a) electron density, (b) electron temperature and (c) ion temperature are compared to the experimental average (black) with confidence
intervals of 1σ and 2σ (grey). Corresponding transport coefficients (coloured, thin) in ((a)–(c)) are averaged over the last 0.25 s of steadystate plasma evolution to account for fluctuations in these parameters.

With an increase in impurity content, electron temper
ature peaking is observed, as illustrated by the corresponding
normalized gradients in figure 12. A noticeable reduction
in turbulent heat transport is achieved with the introduction of additional C impurities, resulting in monotonously
increasing gradients in the turbulence dominated region for
all values of Zeff  considered (see figure 12(b)). With respect
to the simulations performed for the cleanest plasma with
Zeff = 1.05, the on-axis electron temperature is increased by
0.7 keV (+20%) when applying an effective charge of 1.58.
Both particle and ion heat transport are less affected, as onaxis values of the corresponding profiles are found slightly
decreased (−0.2 × 10−19 m−3, being 2.4%) or increased
(+0.2 keV, being 4.8%), respectively, under these conditions.
Correspondingly, variations in normalized gradients predicted
are less distinct.
Analysing the influence of microturbulence on the profile
peaking observed, turbulent electron heat transport is significantly reduced when the impurity content increases progressively, as demonstrated by the change in turbulent heat
diffusivity (see figure 12(b)). In the case of the highest average
effective charge of Zeff  = 1.58 considered, heat diffusivity is
reduced by 0.5–1.0 m2 s−1 throughout the turbulence dominated region as compared to the situation of a clean deuterium plasma ( Zeff = 1.05). Simultaneously, no clear change
in neither particle nor ion heat turbulent transport coefficients
is generally observed for an increase in the average effective
charge applied (see figures 12(a) and (c)).
As only turbulent electron heat transport is noticeably
affected by an increase in impurity content, ETG modes are
found stabilized under these conditions. Consequently, steep
electron temperature gradients are required to drive electronscale turbulence unstable, in agreement with expectations
[54], resulting in a peaked electron temperature profile. In

is not compensated by another mechanism, resulting in the
severe density peaking observed.
5.1.3. Implications for predictive transport simulations. The

simulations discussed in section 5.1.1 demonstrate a strong
sensitivity of particle transport on the Ti /Te boundary condition, advocating thorough analysis of experimental data
to prescribe reasonable values. Yet, even for variations of
Ti /Te |bc within experimental uncertainties of temperature
measurements, significant changes in particle transport are
encountered as ion-scale modes are observed to be stabilized
with an increase in the temperature ratio boundary condition,
particularly for Ti /Te |bc > 1.2. Simultaneously, electron-scale
modes are destabilized. In future work, the sensitivity of simulation results to variation in the Ti /Te boundary condition
within experimental uncertainties could thus be improved by
imposing further experimental constraints from turbulence
fluctuation measurements at low and high k in the validation
(see e.g. [55] for a validation at DIII-D), using e.g. the correlation electron cyclotron emission diagnostic at AUG (see [56]).
5.2. ETG stabilization by impurities

Electron heat transport simulations are found moderately
sensitive to the average effective charge prescribed for this
discharge10. To investigate the underlying dependencies in
simulations of the second time slice, the value of the effective charge applied is varied within experimental uncertainties
of impurity density analysis and Bremsstrahlung estimates,
ranging from Zeff = 1.05 to 1.58 (see section 3.3).
10

Note, that the density profile of C impurities present is evolved by
SANCO throughout the entire plasma from a radially constant profile,
reaching steady state within 0.2 s of plasma evolution.
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Figure 13. Predictions by JETTO-QuaLiKiz in the time slice t2 ∈ [5.0 s, 6.0 s] for varying amounts of NBI fuelling (between one and
four averaged NBI injectors; coloured blue to red) of (a) the core main ion density gradient R/Lni (solid) compared to the experimental
average (thick black) and to the ratio of turbulent convective to turbulent diffusive main ion transport  − Rvi /Di (dashed) in each case. The
difference (shaded) between predicted R/Lni and −Rvi /Di denotes the source term (see equation (3)). The same is additionally shown for
time slice t1 ∈ [2.5 s, 3.5 s] utilizing three NBI injectors (thin black). (b) Main ion transport coefficients calculated by stand-alone QuaLiKiz
at ρtor = 0.81 for varying R/Lni : turbulent diffusivity Dturb, thermodiffusive pinch vthermo, pure convective term vconvective, total pinch vtotal, as
well as the ratio of turbulent convective to turbulent diffusive transport  − Rvi /Di. The values of R/Lni (ρtor = 0.81) of the JETTO-QuaLiKiz
simulations in figure (a) are highlighted (vertical, coloured).

the process, the net heat exchange from ions to electrons in
the case of a plasma with Zeff = 1.05 is steadily reduced,
reversing the direction to net ion heating for Zeff   1.15.
The resulting peaking in ion temperature is sufficient to drive
ITG dominated modes further unstable, countering the stabilization of ITG dominated modes by an increase in Zeff , thus
leaving these modes roughly unaffected. These observations
are confirmed by stand-alone QuaLiKiz using the converged
profiles of predictive simulations with JETTO-QuaLiKiz. The
density peaking observed is driven by a significant increase in
the inward neoclassical pinch, ranging from around 3 cm s−1
for the cleanest plasma considered to up to 8 cm s−1 when
applying Zeff  = 1.58.
Applying an average effective charge within error bars of
the impurity density analysis estimates by the CXRS diagnostic
to the simulations, i.e. Zeff  = 1.25 ± 0.09 and 1.22 ± 0.10 in
each time slice, good agreement between predictive heat and
particle transport simulations and the experimental average
is achieved. Only under application of the upper bounds of
Bremsstrahlung estimates of Zeff is noticeable disagreement
between simulations and experiment observed.

region. A slight decrease in core electron density is regularly
observed in AUG H-mode discharges when auxiliary heating
is provided to a larger fraction by NBI as compared to the
contributions of ECRH to total heating [57, 58].
The minor reduction in plasma density observed exper
imentally is not described by the predictive heat and particle transport simulations performed. Instead, an increase
in density peaking is predicted in the second time slice
(see figure 13(a)). Analysing the relevant contributions of the
steady state particle balance
Rv
R Sn
−
R/Ln =
(3)
nD
D

in the presence of a source Sn, the ratio of convective to
diffusive main ion transport in the turbulence dominated
region increases in the second phase of the discharge (see
figure 13(a)) since the increase in the inward pinch outweighs
the general increase of the diffusivity. Simultaneously, the
stronger source Sn is countered by the increased diffusivity
and density. This suggests that the increase in R/Ln in the
second phase of the discharge is primarily driven by an over
proportional increase in the turbulent inward pinch. Note that
only turbulent contributions to the total inward pinch and diffusivity are considered as neoclassical contributions are negligible (vnc ∼ −0.05 m s−1, Dnc ∼ 0.02 m2 s−1).
Performing simulations of the second phase of the discharge
with a particle source artificially reduced to 75%, mimicking
the source of time slice t1, good agreement in particle transport
is achieved in the turbulence dominated region as compared to
the experimental average (see figure 13(a)). Note that transport
agreement inside the q  =  1 surface is not obtained, since additional transport coefficients prescribed are tailored for simulations incorporating the full particle source. Utilizing only one
or two average NBI injectors in the presence of the full 10 MW
of NBI heating, a further flattening of the electron density profile is predicted, highlighting the sensitivity of the simulations

5.3. Core density dependence on NBI fuelling

At t  =  3.5 s of the discharge, an additional 60 kV NBI
injector is coupled to the plasma, supplementing the three
NBI sources already employed. In the process, plasma fuelling and heating are increased by 3.1 × 1020 s−1 and 2.4 MW ,
respectively. Simultaneously, period and saturation fraction of
the central, saturated (1, 1) MHD mode is increased. Under
these conditions, the electron density is slightly reduced by
(0.25 ± 0.03) × 1019 m−3 at all radial positions of the core
plasma (−3.3% on-axis), as captured by measurements from
TS (see figures 5(a) and (e)). Correspondingly, gradients
change only to a minor extent between both phases of the discharge, being virtually unaltered in the turbulence dominated
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Figure 14. Predictive heat and particle transport simulations performed by JETTO-QuaLiKiz by progressively reducing a multiplier

in the calculation of the collisionality used in QuaLiKiz at ρtor = 0.52 in the second time slice t2 ∈ [5.0 s, 6.0 s]. Calculated (a) electron
density (black squares), (b) electron temperature (blue circles), and ion temperature (red diamonds) compared to the experimental averages
(dashed, same colour) and associated uncertainties of 1σ. Instability growth rate (c) and mode frequency (d) calculated by stand-alone
QuaLiKiz, utilizing converged plasma profiles of JETTO-QuaLiKiz simulations with a collisionality multiplier of unity. Note, that the ion
diamagnetic drift frequency ωi∗ is defined negative, whereas the electron diamagnetic drift frequency ωe∗ is defined positive in QuaLiKiz.

on the particle source employed. With a progressive reduction
of the particle source throughout this analysis, an increase in
both electron and ion temperature occurs.
Reducing only the particle source in the second phase of
the discharge, the ratio of turbulent convective to turbulent
diffusive main ion transport decreases significantly, yet still
constitutes the dominant contribution to the predicted nor
malized density gradient (see figure 13(a)). Simulations by
stand-alone QuaLiKiz of the steady-state solution obtained
with JETTO-QuaLiKiz identify a strong sensitivity of both
the thermodiffusive pinch and the pure convective term on the
particle source Sn employed, or rather on the normalized density gradient R/Ln as observed in additional simulations with
stand-alone QuaLiKiz where only R/Ln was modified (see
figure 13(b)). The latter simulations suggest an increased sensitivity of the density predictions to the source term through
modification of the initial R/Ln (including the electron density
gradient) and thus of the aforementioned pinches. This occurs
due to modifications of the electron source. In multiple ion
simulations with fixed electron source and electron density
gradient, where only the ion sources are modified, ion density
peaking in the ITG regime is found to be transport-dominated
independent of the ion source [59].

(see figure 14(b)). Noticeably, deviations in the plasma profiles
predicted are greatest for values of the collisionality multiplier
between 10−2 and 10−1. Note, that the plasma response presented in figure 14 at ρtor = 0.52 is representative of the behaviour observed throughout the simulation domain.
Analysing turbulence with stand-alone QuaLiKiz11, ion
scale modes are stabilized as the collisionality multiplier
is reduced from unity to values between 10−2 and 10−1 (see
figure 14(c)), thus reducing particle transport. For even smaller
values, ion scale modes are destabilized again. However as col
lisionality is low, de-trapping of electrons in banana orbits is
less efficient. Hence, particle transport is still found reduced as
compared to the default situation. With a reduction in the col
lisionality multiplier, the emergence of TEM dominated modes
is predicted by QuaLiKiz whereas ITG dominated modes are
found stable (see figure 14(d)) in the presence of a larger population of trapped electrons. Reproduction of increased density
peaking with reduced collisionality as the mode frequency
becomes closest to zero in absolute terms is in agreement with
other works [61], thus increasing the confidence in the applicability of the reduced gyrokinetic code QuaLiKiz.
Even though the heat and particle transport predictions performed are found sensitive to the value of the collisionality
multiplier used, the good agreement between simulations and
experiment discussed in section 4.1 is obtained only when
imposing a collisionality multiplier close to its default value of
unity. Since the quasilinear fluxes calculated by QuaLiKiz were
validated using JET parameters, applicability of the Krook col
lision operator used in QuaLiKiz to conditions of AUG discharges is an additional success for the reduced code QuaLiKiz.

5.4. Particle transport reduction with reduced collisionality

In this study, the effect of a reduction of the collisionality
utilized in QuaLiKiz on core profile predictions was additionally analysed to evaluate the applicability of the Krook
collision operator employed in QuaLiKiz [60] to AUG conditions. For this purpose, a free parameter is introduced in
the calculation of the collisionality. Consequently, consistent
evaluation of the collisionality in accordance with plasma
parameters is ensured, yet allowing for an arbitrary modification of collisionality.
Reducing the multiplier from unity down to 10−3, an
increase in electron density well above experimental levels is
observed in the turbulence dominated region (see figure 14(a)).
Simultaneously, a decrease in both electron and ion temper
ature below the experimental average occurs in the same region

6. Predictive trace W impurity transport simulations
Transport of W impurities in typical AUG or JET discharges
is determined by both neoclassical and turbulent effects.
Since W transport is thus influenced by main ion density
11

Stand-alone QuaLiKiz simulations of varying collisionality were carried
out utilizing converged profiles from JETTO-QuaLiKiz simulations with
default collisionality to isolate the impact of changing collisionality.
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of central MHD activity in terms of a convective velocity vadd
instead of a diffusivity Dadd, consistent results for the main ion
heat and particle transport simulations are obtained.
For simplicity, the W population is treated in the trace limit,
thus assuming no influence of W impurities on the evolution
of main ion profiles. Hence, the impurity radiation calculated
by SANCO is not used to solve the energy balance equations, the impact of plasma dilution and collisional effects
are neglected. Instead, converged plasma profiles obtained
through predictive modelling with JETTO-QuaLiKiz under
consideration of experimental measurements of impurity radiation and effective charge (both including contributions of W
impurities) can be used interpretively.
The W impurity population prescribed in the transport simulations carried out is obtained from Abel-inversion of SXRemissivity considering photons with energies exceeding 1
keV [20]. Thus, the W impurity density in the outer region of
the plasma is challenging to estimate. The same holds for the
total W impurity content. Hence, simulations carried out are
not intended to quantitatively describe central measurements,
but aim at qualitatively reproducing observations.

Table 2. In the simulations carried out, the importance of different

mechanisms on W impurity transport is investigated.

W impurity transport is assumed affected by:

(1)
(2)
(3)

MHD activity

rotation

No
No
Yes

Yes
No
Yes

and temperature profiles, successful modelling of the corre
sponding transport channels is a vital prerequisite for accurate W transport simulations. As demonstrated in the first part
of this study (see section 4.1), JETTO-QuaLiKiz is found
capable of predicting main plasma profiles of AUG discharge
#31115 in the turbulence dominated region, thus paving the
way for W impurity transport simulations.

6.1. Setup

Predictive W transport simulations are performed with the
impurity transport code SANCO within JETTO. The temporal
evolution of the W density is simulated over 3 s to ensure
reaching steady-state conditions. Turbulent contributions
to W transport are calculated by QuaLiKiz, taking poloidal
asymmetries of heavy impurities into account. To account
for neoclassical transport in the presence of rotation induced
poloidal asymmetries of the W density distribution, the code
NEO [62, 63] is used. To assess the significance of neoclassical, turbulent and MHD driven transport in the presence of
poloidal asymmetries for the avoidance of central W accumulation, the following three cases are modelled (see table 2).
The first case describes W impurity transport incorporating
validated theory only, considering both neoclassical and turbulent effects in the presence of poloidal asymmetries. Case
(2) represents a sensitivity study of case (1), where rotation
and consequently poloidal asymmetries are neglected, thus
being inconsistent with known theory. With the final case (3),
the impact of additional transport on the W impurity population is explored.
Remaining simulation parameters are kept identical
throughout this analysis. The influence of central MHD
activity on W impurity transport is assumed identical as for
deuterium, i.e. Dadd,W = Dadd,D , such that the additional core
particle transport coefficients obtained in the previous part
of the study can be applied. The additional diffusivity Dadd
attributed to MHD activity was prescribed in predictive main
ion heat and particle transport simulations inside ρtor = 0.4
to obtain agreement between simulated and effective main
ion particle transport. In W impurity transport simulations,
the additional transport is expressed as a convective velocity
through vadd = −Dadd ∇ρ ne /ne . For the calculation of the
MHD attributed outward velocity, the steady-state density profiles predicted by JETTO-QuaLiKiz are used. The impact of
MHD activity on different transport channels is taken as either
convective (W impurities) or diffusive (main ion heat and particles) based on technical reasons only. Expressing the effect

6.2. Results

Trace W impurity transport simulations carried out by
JETTO-QuaLiKiz-NEO are found capable of qualitatively
reproducing experimental observations under the assumption
of a direct impact of the effects of a saturated (m, n) = (1, 1)
MHD mode on W impurity transport (see figure 15) through
prescription of additional central transport coefficients. In
both phases of the discharge, where either a short or a long
period mode is present, deeply hollow W density profiles are
predicted to occur by the set of tools used (see figures 15
and 16).
Considering only neoclassical and turbulent W impurity
transport in the simulations carried out, corresponding to case
(1), significant W density peaking is predicted by JETTOQuaLiKiz-NEO in contrast to experimental observations
of deeply hollow W density profiles. Peaking of W density
profiles is especially pronounced in time slice t1, where a
peaking factor of 2.7 is predicted12 (peaking factor of 1.6 in
t2). As a result of strong centrifugal forces, W impurities are
calculated to be primarily localized on the high-field side (see
figures 16(a) and (d)).
Omitting plasma rotation in the second case considered,
a poloidally uniform W impurity distribution is obtained.
Central profiles predicted are comparatively flat, with densities
on-axis and in the vicinity of the q  =  1 surface being in qualitative agreement. These results are in contrast to both exper
imental observations but also to simulations incorporating full
neoclassical and turbulent effects (first case). Consequently,
the impact of rotation induced poloidal asymmetries cannot be
neglected in the treatment of W impurity transport.
12

The W density peaking factor is defined as the ratio of on-axis
to maximum W density in the vicinity of the q  =  1 surface, i.e.
nW (ρtor = 0)/nW,max (ρtor = 0.4 ± 0.1).
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Figure 15. Simulations of trace W impurity transport by JETTO-QuaLiKiz-NEO compared to the experimental average derived from

grazing incidence spetrometry (GIW) and soft x-ray Abel-inversion (SXR). Simulations are carried out assuming W impurities to be (1)
unaffected by MHD activity (red), (2) unaffected by MHD activity and rotation (yellow) or (3) affected by MHD activity (blue) through
prescription of additional central transport. W density profiles predicted in the inner half radius for (a) time slice t1 ∈ [2.5 s, 3.5 s] and
(b) t2 ∈ [5.0 s, 6.0 s]. Note that case (2) is a physically inconsistent sensitivity analysis of case (1), neglecting the impact of poloidal
asymmetries. Corresponding W density peaking factors in ((c) and (d)), defined as the ratio of on-axis W density nW (ρtor = 0) to the
maximum W density nW,max (ρtor = 0.4 ± 0.1) in the vicinity of the q  =  1 surface. Additionally, pre- and post-crash averages of SXR
measurements are shown.

discharge. Thus in the presence of poloidal asymmetries, central W transport is determined by the dominant contribution of
the neoclassical pinch. Consideration of poloidal asymmetries
for heavy impurity transport is thus mandatory to accurately
describe the effect of temperature screening.
Qualitative agreement between simulations and experiment
is obtained only when additionally assuming a direct impact
of MHD activity on W impurity transport through prescription of additional central transport coefficients, corresponding
to case (3). Under these conditions, the strong neoclassical
pinch in the presence of rotation induced poloidal asymmetries is countered by additional outward transport, prescribed to mimic the effect of the saturated (1, 1) MHD mode.
Consequently, deeply hollow W density profiles are calculated
by JETTO-QuaLiKiz-NEO in both phases of the discharge.
Whereas W density profiles predicted in the second phase
of the discharge are in quantitative agreement with average

Analysing the impact of neoclassical effects on the W population in case (2), neoclassical transport is found to reverse
direction from net inward transport close to the magnetic
axis to net outward transport for ρtor  0.1–0.2. In contrast,
experimental measurements imply net outward transport
inside ρtor ∼ 0.4. Still, simulations for the second phase of
the discharge predict less inward transport as compared to the
first phase. With increased NBI fuelling and heating, electron
density flattening and ion temperature peaking are observed
experimentally. As a result, the impact of the neoclassical
pinch is reduced, while temperature screening becomes more
efficient (see e.g. [14]).
Treating neoclassical phenomena consistently in case (1),
i.e. taking rotation induced poloidal asymmetries into account,
the effect of temperature screening is noticeably reduced in
both time slices. Finite neoclassical outward transport at a
small magnitude is predicted only for the second phase of the
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Figure 16. Poloidal distribution of W impurities in AUG #31115 calculated by JETTO-QuaLiKiz-NEO in both time slices

t1 ∈ [2.5 s, 3.5 s] (a–c) and t2 ∈ [5.0 s, 6.0 s] (d–f ). Simulations are carried out assuming W impurities to be (1) unaffected by MHD activity
(a, d), (2) unaffected by MHD activity and rotation (b, e) or (3) affected by MHD activity (c, f ) through prescription of additional central
transport. Note that case (2) is a physically inconsistent sensitivity analysis of case (1), neglecting the impact of poloidal asymmetries.

under consideration of poloidal asymmetries contributes only
for ρtor  0.25. As both neoclassical and turbulent phenomena
predict W density profiles inconsistent with experimental
observations, an additional mechanism for central W impurity
transport is suspected to be present.
In this work, the additional transport required is attributed
to the emergence of a saturated (m, n) = (1, 1) MHD mode,
as suggested by the temporal correlation of mode activity and
W behaviour. The additional transport coefficients prescribed
to mimic the impact of this mode on W transport are here
assumed identical for deuterium and W. However as shown
in both this section and section 4.1, experimental central main
ion and heavy impurity transport are described in qualitative agreement with experimental observations following this
approach. Exploring the possibility of a modification of the
additional transport coefficients by either the particle mass
or charge, prescribed convective transport would either completely dominate overall central transport or be completely
irrelevant. Considering the uncertainties of the simulation
results, a dependence on the charge to mass ratio cannot be
discarded due to a differences of only a factor two comparing

estimates by SXR inside the q  =  1 surface, simulations of
the first phase find the W density to be noticeably lower then
measurements of the W density averaged between 2.5 s and
3.5 s of the discharge (see figures 15(a) and (b)). However,
averaging only the W density profiles measured prior to sawtooth crashes, agreement between the experimental average
constructed and simulations is increased, as illustrated by the
corresponding W density peaking factor (see figure 15(c)).
6.3. Discussion

Comparing the different cases of W impurity transport simulated, only under consideration of an additional transport
mechanism beside neoclassical phenomena, central W impurity transport can be described in qualitative agreement with
observations. The indirect effect of MHD activity on heavy
impurity transport through modifications of kinetic profiles
and thus of neoclassical transport is insufficient in establishing
hollow W density profiles in the simulations carried out.
Similar to the main ion heat and particle transport simulations
discussed in section 4.1, turbulent heavy impurity transport
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measurements without consideration of uncertainties, an averaged ion to electron temperature ratio noticeably exceeding
unity is prescribed at the boundary condition. Under these
conditions, ITG dominated modes are stabilized and particle
transport severely under predicted as a result. A comparable
under prediction of ion heat transport is not observed due to
increased net ion to electron heat transfer, as ETG modes are
additionally destabilized. Applying Gaussian process regression techniques, reliable estimates of plasma profiles and
corresponding uncertainties are obtained from experimental
data. Through prescription of modified boundary conditions
well within experimental uncertainties, good agreement
between simulations and experiment is obtained. As the validation and interpretation of experimental measurements is
hence vital for simulation success, following this approach is
strongly encouraged as good practice.
Central transport inside the q  =  1 surface is impacted by
MHD activity, being a saturated (m, n) = (1, 1) mode with a
short period of low saturation fraction in the first phase of the
discharge and a long period of high saturation fraction in the
second one. Neglecting this transport channel leads to severe
density and temperature peaking over predictions. Hence to
achieve central transport agreement, additional transport coefficients derived from balance equations are prescribed in the
q  =  1 surface to the simulations performed.
Simulations of trace W impurity transport based on the
successful modelling of main ion heat and particle transport
are capable of qualitatively reproducing central hollow W
density profiles measured in the presence of the saturated
(1, 1) MHD mode. Neglecting the impact of MHD activity
on heavy impurity transport, peaked central W density profiles are predicted by neoclassical heavy impurity transport
under consideration of poloidal asymmetries. The impact of
MHD on only the main ion profiles is insufficient to create
conditions of reversed net neoclassical heavy impurity transport in AUG discharge #31115. Instead, qualitative agreement with experimental measurements is obtained only when
assuming trace W impurities to be impacted by the saturated
(1, 1) MHD mode through prescription of additional central
transport.
The impact of MHD activity on central transport is derived
from balance equations only in this study. However, to advance
predictive integrated modelling of discharges such as AUG
#31115, an accurate first-principles based reduced model
of MHD driven transport is necessary for all transport channels. Future work should also fully exploit the capabilities of
the JINTRAC integrated modelling suite [29], providing not
only all codes presented in this study, but also tools for the
self-consistent simulation of auxiliary heating and particle
sources, of neutrals and of certain MHD phenomena (sawtooth, edge localized modes). Fully self-consistent modelling
will additionally have to incorporate the calculation of plasma
rotation, as well as the interplay between impurities and main
plasma ions through radiation. Regarding the influence of the
(1, 1) MHD mode on heavy impurity transport, several questions need further attention.

both ion species under the present conditions. However, the
tools used in this study are not suitable to accurately determine the effect of MHD activity on W impurity transport.
Further investigation of the interplay of MHD activity with
particle and impurity transport in an integrated framework is
thus necessary (for work on non-integrated modelling, see e.g.
[64–67]).
Under consideration of additional transport coefficients
in simulations of the first phase of the discharge, central W
density profiles are slightly more hollow (up to ρtor ∼ 0.2)
than suggested by experimental measurements. As sawtooth
crashes are observed in this phase, describing the effect of a
sawtooth cycle by a constant, averaged transport coefficient
introduces inaccuracies. Experimentally, flattening of both
peaked main ion and hollow W density profiles is observed
during a sawtooth crash, pointing to a strong diffusive rather
than a convective effect of sawtooth [20]. Given the rapid
redistribution of heat and particles, neoclassical W impurity
transport is expected to change drastically throughout a sawtooth cycle. Hence, simulations of plasma conditions averaged
over several sawtooth cycles do not capture the averaged effect
of sawtooth accurately. The W density response throughout a
sawtooth cycle will be examined in future work (see e.g. [44]).
Finally, the simulations performed can neither rule out that
the additional drive of central outward W impurity transport
necessary to explain experimental observations is caused by a
mechanism not considered in this study, such as, e.g., direct
drive by ECRH, nor determine the significance of possible
additional mechanisms for outward W impurity transport.
7. Conclusion and outlook
In this study, integrated modelling of main ion heat and particle transport in AUG discharge #31115 was carried out by
JETTO-QuaLiKiz for the first time. Good agreement between
simulations and experiment is found for all transport channels
in the turbulence dominated region, with average deviations
of plasma profiles and associated gradients being of the order
of 1%–18% and 10%–26% respectively. While the quasilinear
turbulent fluxes calculated by QuaLiKiz have been validated
against JET discharges [26], correct reproduction of exper
imental conditions in the mid-sized tokamak ASDEX Upgrade
demonstrates the capabilities of the reduced model QuaLiKiz.
The temperature and density profiles calculated by JETTOQuaLiKiz are also obtained utilizing ASTRA-QuaLiKiz. For
practical purposes, this benchmark between both implementations of QuaLiKiz is excellent. Consequently, the very fast
quasilinear gyrokinetic code QuaLiKiz can be utilized for the
calculation of turbulent fluxes in integrated transport simulations with even more increased confidence between the q  =  1
surface and the pedestal top.
Thorough analysis and careful interpretation of exper
imental measurements proved crucial for successful prediction of transport in the turbulence dominated region between
the q  =  1 surface at ρtor ≈ 0.4 and the fixed boundary condition at ρtor = 0.85. Utilizing ion and electron temperature
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Figure A1. Predictive heat and particle transport simulations performed by JETTO-QuaLiKiz (blue) and ASTRA-QuaLiKiz (red) showing
((a) and (b)) electron density, ((c) and (d)) electron temperature and ((e) and ( f)) ion temperature profiles compared to the experimental
average of AUG #31115 (black) with confidence intervals of 1σ and 2σ (grey) in both time slices t1 ∈ [2.5 s, 3.5 s] and t2 ∈ [5.0 s, 6.0 s].
Note, that the benchmark was carried out with a modified version of JETTO-QuaLiKiz.

•	Is the outward trace W impurity transport due to the direct
effect of the saturated (1, 1) MHD mode or due to the
direct effect of ECRH?
•	Is the outward convective velocity assumed for the MHD
related transport identical for both W trace impurities and
main ions (as assumed in this study)?
•	
Are further contributions to central W trace impurity
transport necessary to match experimental measurements?

simulations based on the full expression of the radial electric field. The following calculations with ASTRA-QuaLiKiz
are carried out for both time slices evolving the steady-state
solutions obtained with JETTO-QuaLiKiz until plasma profiles are converged. Since steady-state profiles are calculated
usually independently of the initial conditions prescribed, this
approach is expected to yield almost identical steady-state
solutions as simulations performed utilizing the experimental
averaged plasma profiles initially.
The steady-state density and temperature profiles obtained
by ASTRA-QuaLiKiz are in good agreement with predictions by JETTO-QuaLiKiz in both time slices analysed (see
figure A1). Both on-axis deviations and average deviations
in the turbulence dominated region between plasma profiles
predicted by both implementations are within 4%. Similarly,
good agreement is observed in the corresponding transport
coefficients calculated by QuaLiKiz inside both transport
codes. Consequently, deviations in predicted gradients are
small as well, resulting in the good agreement of calculated
plasma profiles. Even though agreement is not strictly exact
for any of the transport channels, the minor differences
observed may not necessarily point towards a difference in
implementation of QuaLiKiz between both transport codes.
Small differences in predicted plasma profiles may result from
a different treatment of the magnetic geometry, from a difference in numerical schemes utilized or from applying different
smoothing methods to the transport coefficients obtained.
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Appendix A. Comparison of transport simulations
between ASTRA and JETTO
To ensure a consistent implementation of QuaLiKiz in standard transport codes, the predictive heat and particle transport simulations performed by JETTO-QuaLiKiz for AUG
#31115 discussed in section 4.2 are repeated exchanging
the transport code JETTO for the Automated System for
TRansport Analysis (ASTRA) [68, 69]. For this purpose, a
modified version of JETTO-QuaLiKiz is used to ensure identical treatment of the radial electric field in both ASTRA and
JETTO13. Simulations carried out with this implementation
of JETTO-QuaLiKiz are found to be in close agreement with

Appendix B. Overview of JETTO-QuaLiKiz
simulations and versions used
The simulations presented throughout this work were carried
out on the Freia cluster of the UK Atomic Energy Authority
(UKAEA) and are accessible through the local catalogue manager and the Processed Pulse File (PPF) system. Catalogue
entries and PPF sequence numbers are provided in table B1
for each simulation discussed. The overview of simulations performed is given separated by JETTO version used,
which is defined by the first 10 digits of the corresponding git
SHA1-key.

13

In default JETTO-QuaLiKiz, the radial electric field Er is calculated from
Er = vϕ Bθ − vθ Bϕ + drd pi /Zi eni, whereas in ASTRA-QuaLiKiz only the
term vϕ Bθ is taken into account.
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Table B1. The simulations presented throughout this work are accessible through the local catalogue manager of the PPF system on the
Freia cluster of the UKAEA. Versions of JETTO-QuaLiKiz used are defined below by the first 10 digits of the corresponding git SHA1-key.

Section

Catalogue entry
olinder/jetto/aug/31115/

Simulations with 2f3626e1e2
Section 4.1
apr2618/seq#1
apr2718/seq#1
Section 4.2
apr2618/seq#2
apr2718/seq#2
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Section 5.4

Section 6
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Zeff
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Zeff
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Collisionality: 3.16 × 10−1
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ASTRA-JETTO comparison
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